PEOPLE | Last Paradise
“I took a second job and sold some assets,” this
Oakura-based consultant physicist grins wryly.
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The result is a big budget New Zealand film about
the pioneering of adventure sports.
“It’s the untold story of what made New Zealand
famous – we are the adventure sports capital of
the world. In Last Paradise, the audience relives the
journey of extreme sports pioneers in New Zealand
and around the world,” says Clive. “The likes of AJ
Hackett, have always wanted to tell the story and
everyone has always talked about making this film.
It was just a case of when it would start and who
would do it.”
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Clive began filming at the age of 15. By 17, he
knew he wanted to make a movie – and had an
idea of what kind of movie he wanted to make.
The opportunity to finally put it all together,
came when Clive was working at Peter Jackson’s
Park Road Post Production Studios at the time of
King Kong.
“I was working on their electronic technology and
discovered they had very unique resources that
would enable restoration of older film. They saw
the footage I had and suggested I make a movie
and gave me a good deal to carry on with that.”

“That’s serendipity – things happen at the right time
– and the invitation was there. The technology had
come of age to restore 45 years of footage for use
on the big screen.”

negatives to the big screen better than they could
back then.”
The team at Park Road Post Production was just as
excited about the project as Clive.
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“We wanted to see what the original 8mm and
16mm footage looked like when transferred to a
35mm film print and projected in a cinema... the
results were amazing.”
“You’re dealing with so many movie formats – there
was a lot of mis-matched film,” Clive says. He
estimates 70% of the movie comes from his own
archives. He restored four or five other films to “fill
in the gaps”.
“In those days you knew who was filming, so you
knew who to ask.”

extraordinary collection of stories and images shot
over decades about a subject that captures the very
heart of the kiwi psyche toward extreme sports before the term had even been coined,” says Jon
Newell, a colourist at Peter Jackson’s Park Rd
Post Productions.
Newell was also impressed by Clive’s resourcefulness and the technical excellence of the footage.
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Not only did Clive utilize the studios of the most
successful NZ filmmaker of all time, he has also
But even though they cut him a deal, it was never
restored the classic NZ adventure film, Off the Edge
cheap.
– the first New Zealand movie to be nominated for
“The costs of big screen technology were staggering,”
an Academy Award.
recalls Clive. “Once you’ve had a few of those (very
After contacting the filmmaker in an attempt
large invoices) and gotten so far, you realize ‘I can’t
to gather the original negatives, Clive was
pull the pin now!’”
disheartened to discover that not even he knew
where the originals were. So Clive turned detective The original movie was four hours long.
and eventually found them.
“I had to be ruthless because I wanted a strong
story,” says Clive.
“Today’s technology can take those original

Music accompanies much of the movie – from
local Taranaki artists to three of Cat Stevens’ (now
known as Yusuf Islam) biggest songs.
“I sent him a sampler of the movie and a handwritten letter,” reveals Clive.
The movie premiered in Utah earlier this year
(where it was awarded best eco-adventure film)
and then screened at the Santa Barbara Film
Festival, before coming to New Zealand in the NZ
Film Festival, where it has had sell-out screenings
around the country.
The film captures the mindset, challenges and
adventures of a maverick bunch who explored a
paradise planet that few ever saw, just before it
was to disappear forever.
Last Paradise is the story of how they crossed paths,
invented new lifestyles, adventures and technology
and discovered the world’s secret paradises.
Their journeys into the unknown changed their
outlook, shaped their lives, values and vocations
and laid a foundation for our modern sports and
eco-tourism.
The movie captures an era when attaching wheels
to a miniature surfboard or surfing on snow was
just another invention to have fun when the surf
wasn’t up, oblivious to the phenomenon that the
movement would become.
We share their action-packed journey from post-war
children on a sheep farm, to adults who are now
trying to save what’s left.
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“World Class Care for Land,Water & Air”

s !N ENVIRONMENT WHICH IS TRULY @LIKE NO OTHER
s 0RISTINE AND UNSPOILT BUSH LANDS BEACHES AND COASTS
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s :ERO TOLERANCE OF POLLUTION ON LAND IN THE WATER AND AIR
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If elected onto the TRC, I will be working towards and
striving to achieve these goals on your behalf.
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POLICE SAFETY
ORDERS
As from the first of July 2010 the New Zealand Police can issue on the spot Police Safety
Orders in circumstances where the police believe on reasonable grounds that family
violence has occurred or might occur.
The purpose of the Order is to protect the person at risk from violence, harassment or
intimidation. The Order stays in force until the expiry time/date listed on the Order and
can last up to 5 days.
When the Order is made, the person bound by the Order must leave the address while
the Order is in place even if they own the property or live there.
If there is a breach of the Order then the police can take the person who the Order is
made against into custody and put them before the Court.
For further advice on preventing domestic violence or any other family
related matter; do not hesitate to contact the Family team
at Reeves Middleton Young.

Shiromi Smith
Staff Solicitor: B.A. LL.B
Email ssmith@rmy.co.nz
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Clive Neeson Filming Last Paradise with Ton Deken in Indonesia
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Including the world’s top contemporary extreme
athletes, the result is a compelling glorious greatest
hits compilation of filming adventure sports in the
great outdoors.

Big Wave Day

Clive Neeson filming in Snow

in an orphanage she missed out on childhood
KYnaf_gmjhdYf]lklYjlkoal`log
adventures but through film she could experience it.”
The opening scene of the movie shows a pristine
wave and lone surfer. It cuts to the viewpoint of
the surfer as he gets tubed and suddenly, anyone
who ever wondered what the appeal of surfing is,
understands.
But this is not just an extreme sports adventure.
The objective of the film is to inspire.

“The New Zealand adventure sports story is an
“I had a sense that the places and things we were
exciting platform to inspire the world (on globally
discovering then would one day be of intrigue as
significant issues),” believes Clive, and it’s the next
the world changed,” recalls Clive. “So I always tried
generation he’s particularly aiming for.
to film in a way which put the audience there. My
“Tomorrow’s protectors of the wilderness are the
mother partly influenced that. She would say ‘I’d
kids who play in it today.”
love to know what its like to surf’. Being raised
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“As a teacher, you may only reach 35 students at a
time, but film has the potential to reach far more
people.”
At the time of writing, over 6,000 people had seen
the movie, and it is still very early days. At it’s
first screening in Auckland, it played to a sold-out
audience of 750.
He’s seeking a corporate partner who has a vested
interest in sustainability to take it further and wider
on the big screen.
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It’s been “a long and lonely journey,” for Neeson and he knows there’s still a
big challenge ahead to market the movie.
But he believes marketing starts at home.
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The film has played to sold-out screenings at Top Town Cinema last month
and is now screening at Arthouse Cinema.
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Showhome Now Open

What the world needs
now…is help

New home and land packages from $362,000

Volunteer holidays in: Bali, China, India, Philipines, Vietnam, Brazil,
Cambodia, Kenya, Nepal, South Africa
Contact: Carole Garnham “Travel Extraordinaire” on 757 2885,
021 251 2807 or carole@go4it.co.nz to find out more.

www.go4it.co.nz
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Visit our new Taranaki showhome
131 Wills Road, Bell Block, New Plymouth
call David Barker on 027 288 6202 or Anna Barker on 021 854 416.
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Clive Neeson in Oakura
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ITER AND FUSION
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Very few independent filmmakers today recoup their investment. Neeson’s not
expecting to get back his half-million dollar investment.
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A tokamak is used to make fusion energy from deuterium and
tritium – two isotopes of hydrogen.
Essentially, fusion is the process at the core of our sun. Hydrogen
nuclei collide, fuse into heavier Helium atoms and release
tremendous amounts of energy in the process. Every second, our
Sun turns 600 million tons of Hydrogen into Helium, releasing
an enormous amount of energy. But without the benefit of
gravitational forces at work in our Universe, achieving fusion on
Earth has required a different approach.
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The above fees are plus GST and
standard disbursements

Hence the tokamak.
The ITER Organization is staffed by approximately 450 people
from all over the world.
The ITER project was born when a group of industrial nations
agreed on a project to develop a new, cleaner, sustainable source
of energy. But, as we see in the film, fusion energy had its roots in
Kiwi ingenuity.
At the Geneva Superpower Summit in November 1985, an
international project aimed at developing fusion energy for
peaceful purposes was proposed.
The initial signatories: the former Soviet Union, the USA, the
European Union (via EURATOM) and Japan, were joined by the
People’s Republic of China and the Republic of Korea in 2003, and
by India in 2005. Together, these seven nations represent over
half of the world’s population.
Fusion has many potential attractions: abundant fuel, intrinsically
safe, no production of CO2 or atmospheric pollutants and
produces relatively short-lived waste.

Above: Last Paradise Movie Poster.
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On November 21, 2006, the seven HYPERLINK participants
formally agreed to fund the creation of a nuclear fusion reactor ITER, which means “the way” in Latin. The program is anticipated
to last for 30 years – 10 for construction, and 20 of operation.
ITER was originally expected to cost approximately 5billion,
but the rising price of raw materials and changes to the initial
design may see that amount triple. The reactor is expected to
take 10 years to build with completion scheduled for 2018. Site
preparation has begun in Cadarache, France and procurement of
LARGE COMPONENTS HAS STARTED ss
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